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Disrupting the Apparel Supply Chain: Will Automation
Move Production Closer to the Consumer?

1) Cost-efficient automation in the apparel manufacturing industry would enable
onshore production and reduce the time to market for garment distribution. Yet,
the use of robots at most conventional apparel manufacturers remains low, due to
the costs as well as the technical challenges associated with automated sewing,
especially for soft fabrics.
2) Two startups, SoftWear Automation and Sewbo, are addressing these challenges
by building robots which aim to automate the sewing process, while traditional
sewing-equipment manufacturers are innovating incrementally to make humanoperated sewing machines more efficient and user-friendly.
3) At this stage, technologies such as those developed by SoftWear Automation and
Sewbo look promising, but are still at the early stages of development and
commercialization, which means incremental innovation in sewing technology will
have a bigger impact on apparel manufacturing in the medium-term.
Fung Global Retail & Technology is covering the different ways technology is used to
streamline and upgrade apparel supply chains in a series of reports on the theme of
digitalization of the supply chain.
The use of automation and robots in apparel manufacturing has remained low,
especially for woven fabrics, which are soft and difficult for robotic arms to manipulate.
While the production of knitted garments such as sweaters is closer to becoming fully
automated through the use of digital 3D knitting machines, the production of woven
garments such as shirts, dresses and jeans seems a long way from automation. The cost
of developing technology that can handle the wide array of fabrics and styles with
precision and speed has outweighed its benefits, especially when low-cost production
has been readily available in developing markets.
However, as the cost and availability of the hardware and software used for computer
vision and robotics—two technologies necessary for apparel manufacturing
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automation—have become more viable, the prospect of seeing the commercial
application of fully automated apparel production has improved.
At the forefront of fully automating the sewing process are two companies: SoftWear
Automation and Sewbo; however, traditional equipment manufacturers are also
innovating by introducing sewing machine lines with an increasing use of technology
such as the Juki DDL-9000C Lockstitch Machine.

Source: Juki/Youtube

Our Take

SoftWear Automation’s and Sewbo’s technology innovations are bold efforts to
automate a traditionally analog production process. If successful, both companies will
help reduce the need for human labor, thereby lowering total supply-chain costs and
allowing more companies to manufacture locally rather than overseas where labor costs
are lower. At this time, the technologies look promising, but are still at the early stages
of development and commercialization. This means we are still a long way off from
seeing their mass adoption and the automated onshore production of apparel.
On the other hand, incremental innovation in sewing technology will make human
operators more efficient. They will also require less skill-based training because
operating the machines is becoming more user-friendly. This trend will impact
manufacturing in the medium-term in developing geographies where investment is
being made in new capacity versus countries with legacy apparel production capacity.
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SoftWear Automation

Source: softwearautomation.com

We first introduced SoftWear Automation in a report in 2015. Now, almost two years
later, the company has moved forward with the development of its technology together
with partners such as the Walmart Foundation and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA).
The Technology Developed by SoftWear Automation
Sewvision: SoftWear Automation’s technology is the first to use high-speed cameras
linked to a computer to track stitching. The cameras track a textile as it flexes and
bends, allowing the robot operator to make micro adjustments as it sews a seam
together at the correct tension.
Sewsmart: The images captured by the high-speed cameras are manipulated by a
software solution called Sewsmart to produce a higher level of contrast. This more vivid
image allows the computer to pick out individual threads in the fabric. Instead of
measuring the fabric, the robotic sewing machine counts the number of threads to
determine the stitching position. As a result, any distortion to the fabric made by each
punch of the needle can be measured extremely accurately.
The Sewvision technology tracks individual threads in each fabric to keep everything in
line, regardless of whether the fabric moves around.
Sewhands and Sewarms (Robotic Arms)
Sewhands: With SoftWear Automation’s Sewhands, a robot head attached to an
existing sewing machine can move the fabric up and down and side to side, consistent
with how a human operator would handle fabric.
Sewarms: The robotic Sewarms pick, place and sew fabrics, and can reduce a process
that takes a factory worker one minute to just 26 seconds.
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Sewtable
SoftWear Automation’s Sewtable involves a group of robots working together to do
things such as grab fabric, manipulate it, spin it around and hold onto it with the
requisite pressure and tension while it is being sewn, much like a human operator
would.
The Sewtable enables a workline production system, which is a sewing line that is
entirely automated: just one operator is needed to oversee the process. Workline
workstations are clear, streamlined and highly efficient, and can produce a T-shirt in as
little as 22 seconds. They require much fewer operators, which results in significantly
lower manufacturing costs.
According to SoftWear Automation, using their T-Shirt Workline, a single operator can
produce 800,000 shirts per year, and increase output per operator by 85%.
Capabilities
SoftWear Automation’s former CEO, KP Reddy, has claimed that there are no limits to
the types of fabrics SoftWear Automation’s machines can work with: they currently
work well with denim, heavier pile fabrics and medium-lightweight cottons. The team is
in the process of testing knits and lighter-weight fabrics, which are used in
womenswear.
Company Background
SoftWear Automation was founded in 2007 in Atlanta, Georgia, having grown out of a
university research project at the Georgia Institute of Technology. It currently has 20
employees, and customers include DARPA, an arm of the US Department of Defense,
the Walmart Foundation, Under Armour, New Balance, as well as various home goods
and automotive suppliers.

Sewbo

Source: Sewbo

Sewbo is a startup aiming to automate the apparel production process. In 2016, the
company announced it had sewed the first complete garment without human
intervention, attracting considerable media attention. The technology uses a vastly
different approach to that taken by SoftWear Automation, by manipulating the fabric to
make it more rigid and hence easier for a robot to process.
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The Technology
Sewbo uses Polyvinyl Alcohol, which is a non-toxic and water-soluble thermoplastic, to
temporarily stiffen the fabrics. This makes it is easier for conventional robots to handle
the fabric as if it were made from sheet metal. Once the seams are stitched, the process
is reversed by rinsing the finished garment in hot water, which removes the plastic
stiffening agent and restores the original fabric qualities.

1. The fabric is stiffened with the Polyvinyl
Alcohol, becoming as sturdy as cardboard

2. Sewbo’s robot takes the fabric to the
sewing machine

3. The process is repeated with different
parts of the T-shirt

4. The stiffened finished garment is put into
hot water after the seams are stitched

5. The result is a soft, fully assembled T-shirt
Source: Sewbo

During prototype tests, Sewbo sewed a complete T-shirt using an off-the-shelf industrial
robot, which was taught to operate a consumer sewing machine. The process took
about 30 minutes from start to finish, most of which was spent measuring and adjusting
the alignments. In production environments, sewing machines would operate at normal
speeds—so sewing a T-shirt could take a similar amount of time as on a conventional
line. According to Sewbo Founder Jonathan Zornow, the sewing machine in the
prototype can be further improved for mass production.
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Capabilities
Any material can be stiffened, however, the limitation is in the washing process.
Waterproof materials, for example, rubber and wax, cannot be softened back to their
original state, and hence Sewbo’s process can only work with washable materials, such
as cotton.
Currently, Sewbo’s technology is a proof of concept. While still at the early stages of
development, the company is working towards commercializing its technology and
growing its team size.
Company Background
Founded by Zornow in 2014, Sewbo is designed to solve one of the biggest barriers to
automating garment manufacturing—handling soft and flexible fabrics. The company is
in talks with factories, integrators and automation contractors. The idea is to license
Sewbo’s IP to manufacturers.
Sewbo has only raised a pre-seed round of funding, mostly for the patents of chemicals.
Zornow is currently the only full-time team member.

Juki’s DDL-9000C Series

Japanese manufacturer Juki launched its new flagship sewing machine, the DDL-9000C,
in 2016, advertised by the company as “the world’s first sewing machine which comes
with a digital drive mechanism and facilitates data transfer through NFC technology.”
The digital feed feature of the machine allows it to store pre-set sewing parameters on a
material-by-material basis, which saves time for human operators who do not have to
adjust the machine parameters manually when they change the type of fabric they are
working with. This machine feature caters to sewing operations which produce
diversified products using a number of different materials.
In addition, the pre-set features can be transferred digitally from one machine to
another by using a USB or NFC (near field communication) connection and the Juki
Smart App, which is a mobile app that runs on Android. The memory feature of the
machine further allows it to store data on the performance of the sewing process and
the human operators, which can be extracted and analyzed to improve operational
efficiency.
The digital features of Juki’s new industrial sewing machine offer incremental value to
manufacturers in the form of speed and efficiency, which we see as a successful
innovation strategy in the medium-term.
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